Agenda
October 23, 2018
Performance Requirements, Standards, & Verification Task Team Meeting
Breakout Session in Philadelphia, PA
Jim O’Brien (Jim.O’Brien@duke-energy.com) and
Farnoosh Rahmatian (frahmatian@nugridpower.com), Co-leads
Teresa Carlon (teresa.carlon@pnnl.gov), Support
Email list: naspi-taskteam-performance@lyris.pnnl.gov

1. Roll call
   All

2. Joint panel discussion with the CRSTT; Use of Synchrophasor Technology for Enhanced State Estimation (location: ballroom).
   CRSTT & PRSVTT

3. Outstanding projects update
   - PMU Application Requirements Task Force (PARTF)
   - Synchrophasor data under fault conditions (Nawan Perera)
   - Survey of instrument transformers connected to installed PMUs
   - Analyzing PMU performance requirements for Synchrophasor-based control applications
   Allen Goldstein
   Krish Narendra/
   Nuwan Perera
   Farnoosh Rahmatian
   Anurag Srivastava/ Pratim Kundu

4. Update on other activities – Standing Topics:
   All
   - PMU Standards
     - P60255-118-1 (Ken Martin)
     - C37.242 (Allen Goldstein)
     - C37.118.2 (Vasudev Gharpure)
   - PDC Standards
     - PC37.247 (Vasudev Gharpure)
   - IEEE PES PSRC C23 (Mahendra Patel)
   - IEEE ICAP/NIST (Allen Goldstein/ Ravi Subramaniam)
   - GMLC Update (Tom Rizy)

5. Other topics / new business
   All
   - Future work plans

Next PRSVTT Conference Call
   All
   - TBD.

Adjourn